Top 5 Wedding Destination in India- Make
your dream wedding come true
It appears to be much simpler than being done when we say that it requires a lot of time and effort
in organizing a wedding, particularly selecting the wedding destinations in India.
As destination weddings in India are setting trends in the contemporary era, we have listed the most
striking wedding destinations in India that will leave you lovelorn and get you a bit closer to an Indian
destination wedding.

1.

GOA- The “Goal” of every friendship!

Goa is the most awesome place in India for your memorable wedding. Picturizing your memorable
wedding in Goa is a visual treat to your eyes.

Goa is a visual combination of the breathtaking sunset, Rhythmic resorts, Christian churches,
Portuguese architecture, old monuments, Beaches, Greens, Mountains, Skies, rain and the set free to
stay away from the crowd.

Favorite resorts: - Park Hyatt Resort & Spa, Cansaulim & Taj Exotica, Benaulim.

Likes:●

Awesome weather condition being it was monsoons or winter.

●

Heavy shower to hot spells

Dislikes:●

Unexpected rainfall occurs

●

Limited golf carts

2.

MUSSOORIE- The Queen of the Hills

Mussoorie is famous for its postcards. We can have multiple views to sight such as Beautiful
tree-covered hills looking down the doom valley, the surreal view of Himalayas at sunset, clear skies
present are an excellent display of twinkling stars of the Milky Way and glinting lights.

Tourist places in Mussoorie such as Long Pines, Canals, Beautiful Orchids, Waterfalls and beautiful
architecture gives us the feel like heaven.

Favorite resorts: - JW Marriot Walnut Grove, spa & Royal Orchid Fort resort.
Likes: - Superb weather, especially for people who are in the west & south.

3. Udaipur- The city of Lakes
Udaipur is surrounded by Palaces, castles, lakes & sheer luxury Udaipur is commonly known for the
city of lakes. Not only this, but it is also famous for a hot spot for big fat Indian weddings.

Due to its romantic oasis, it is also known as Kashmir of Rajasthan.

Favorite Resorts: - Taj lake palace, Oberoi Udaivilas, Leela palace, Lalit Laxmi Vilas, Thident
Udaipur and so on.

Likes: - Fairy-Tale places, Temples and Gardens, Narrow lanes strewn with stalls, Hills of Aravali,
and Mirror reflection of the beauty in Lake Pichhola.

Things to keep in mind:
●

The hotels of Udaipur are mostly located at the narrow lanes

4. HYDERABAD- City of Pearls
I just say two words to the people who are planning their wedding at Hyderabad. i.e Falaknuma
Palace. There are some places in India which allows you to live like a king and queen once in tour life.
One of such places is Nizam's Palace.

Falaknuma a mirror of the sky, an iconic marble palace built by Namab vaqqr-ul-umra. This palace
has a wider collection of Venetian chandeliers & unique jade collection in the world.

Favorite Resort: - Taj Falaknuma Palace
Like: - Excellent hospitality of the Taj Group
Things to keep in mind:
●

Since the room occupancies are about only 20- 30, pre-planning of event is needed more
for marriages, etc. If we need to accommodate a huge number of people, we have to look
for the nearby hotels nearby.

5. JAIPUR- The Pink City
Jaipur, the capital city of Rajasthan is a unique destination of Tourister. This is the second most
tourism place of India since Agra remains on top due to Taj Mahal. Jaipur is the prettiest place which
is full of blushed pink palaces & forts.

If you like to host your wedding, then you can have a lot of options related to that such as
sightseeing, shopping or cultural shows. There are many places to explore Jaipur endless.

Favorite Resorts:-

Taj Rambagh Palace, Jai Mahal Palace, Samode Palace & Haveli, Hari Mahal

Palace, Neemrana Fort Palace.

Like: - Cheap flights, Convenient Volvos.
Things to keep in mind:
●

Traffic, Extreme heat in summer, Heavy rain in the month of July and Auguest.

